Forbes Ave towards Oakland (Morewood parking across the street)

(1) **To get to the Morewood Parking Lot:** From the corner of Forbes and Morewood, drive west and make a right turn into the first driveway. Park in the Morewood parking lot. From the lot, walk across Forbes, and enter the Hillman Center (the new structure with black zinc on the outside). You will be entering on the 4th floor. Turn left around the corner from the entrance, and then go right across the corridor/bridge to the Gates Center. The elevator will be straight ahead. Take it to the 6th floor.

(2) **The East Campus Garage:** From the corner of Forbes and Morewood, drive east and make a right turn into the first driveway. Turn left and park in the campus garage. Walk down Forbes and enter the Hillman Center as above.

(3) **Alternatively, enter the Gates Center from the West entrance.** This is the 3rd floor. Go straight to the end of the hall and take the elevator up to 6.